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PREFACE

Several years' experience teaching and supervising academic as well as shop subjects, has convinced the author that to be effective and successful in any line of work one must be able to find the information needed when one wants it and to do it quickly. For the busy teacher, particularly, both in the class room and in daily preparation, it is often hard to ascertain the several references he should read and present to his pupils. Often we do not know just where to send a pupil to find the answer to his question, or just where to make our assignments for outside reading and special reports. It is, therefore, the author's aim in the production of this book to provide a real time-saver as well as a reliable means of helping teachers and students to higher success in the field of woodworking.

A few words as to the manner of getting the most good out of this guide seem advisable. Probably the most valuable use of the guide can be made in the preparation of topics for class discussion, demonstrations and assigned readings. To illustrate: Suppose a lesson on gluing is to be taught. This will require that teacher and pupils have a knowledge of the nature and use of certain tools and materials. These the teacher must know first of all and this knowledge must then be "put over" to the students. References are quickly found by looking in the guide, as one would in a dictionary, for "glue," "gluing," "clamps," "lumber," "warping," and so forth. These very definite references may be given pupils previous to the recitation or demonstration, or a demonstration may be made at the time of the assignment and the interest thus aroused serve as an incentive to read the references given. The guide may be used to learn directly such things as the names of the different kinds of joints, bits, and fastenings. It is also a ready reminder of the different things to be taught in lessons on wood-finishing: lumber, planes, designing, woods
and so on. References are to pages. In cases where, in the judgment of the author, especially good treatises are found, the reference is preceded by an asterisk (*).

The key to references is arranged in such a way as to make it easy to remember the meaning of most of the letters after a brief acquaintance with the book. In so far as possible, without conflicting, the first letters of the chief words of titles are used to designate the respective books. In some cases, the first letters of the authors' names are used, for example, WS for *Provocational and Industrial Arts, Wood and Smith*. In the key, these letters are arranged in alphabetical order so that they may be found quickly.

In regard to the titles included in this volume, the author wishes to say that it was not thought advisable to try to include all the good books on the subject of woodworking. Those which were chosen, however, are among the best American books which are being used in the majority of the schools of the country. There are, of course, other good books on the market, published in this and in other countries. For owners of such as these, special provision is made at the bottom of each page for addition of other references. This space may also be used for subsequent publications. It is to be noted that, since this volume pertains only to tools, processes and materials, it does not refer to the many splendid books which treat almost exclusively of projects. It is hoped that a guide to project references may be published later.

Credit is due Professor M. L. Laubach, Head of Department of Industrial Arts, Indiana State Normal; Virgil R. Mullins, Director of Extension Division, Indiana State Normal; and Mr. Glen D. Brown, Business and Vocational Director, Muncie City Schools, Muncie, Indiana for encouragement and inspiration.

PAUL V. WOOLEY.

Muncie, Indiana
July, 1924
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ABRASIVES—General—TF 237.
  Carborundum—TF 237, RC 127.
  Corundum—TF 237.
  Emery Wheels—RC 126. (See also Grinding Wheels.) Dresser—
  Grinders, Automatic—WW 135.
  Grinding Wheels—HW 120, RC 43, 126, *WM 125, 141.
  Grindstones—HW 117-120, BW 64, WW 136, MT 110, RC 125,
  WP 19, 21.
  Oilstones—TF 238, EW 69, MT 110, BW 67-69. Truing—BW 68,
  HW 121.
  Rotten Stone—Wf 69.
  Sandpaper—TF 239, TP 43, BW 63, 90, WB 53, DC 50, HW 93,
  HC 25, MT 117, *RC 128, PM 95, WS 52, Wf 64.
  Slip Stones—HW 121, RC 126, WP 21-23.
  Steel Wool—TF 239, Wf 67.
ACCIDENTS—(See Safety First.)
ADJUSTMENTS—Plane—WB 25-27, TP 28-29. Woodworking Ma-
  chinery—IM 88-94.
ADZE—HW 88, WS 16.
APPENDAGES—In Design—*IA 43-56.
APPLE—Wf 119.
ASH—*WF 182-191 (four kinds). EW 165, SB 334, DC 18, BW 174,
  RC 143, TF 197, WW 14.
ASSEMBLING—RC 38, 71-72, TF 319, WW 284.
AUGER-BIT FILE—(See Files.)
AUGER-BIT GAGE (See Gages.)
AUGER-BITS—(See Bits.)
Automatic Drills—WW 53, BW 56.
Automatic Grinder—WW 135.
Awl—(See Brad-Awl.)
Axe—HW 87, WS 16.

B

Babbitting Bearings—(See Bearings.)
Backer, Hip Rafter—CG 63.
Back-Saws—(See Saws.)
Balanced Core—WP 109, 131, TT 68.
Banking—Inlaying—WW 218-221.
Band Saw Brazing—(See Brazing under Saws.)
Band Saw Filing—WW 114.
Band Saws—(See Saws.)
Bar Clamps—(See Clamps.)
Base Boards—RC 85.
Basement Frames—For Windows—CG 25.
Basket Weaving—(See Weaving.)
Bearing—(See Matching under Planes.) BW 138, RC 89.
Bending—PT 24, 39, AE 24-26.
Beads and Mouldings—RC 89.
Beams—RC 78.
Bearings—IM 93.
Bench—*WF 124, 134, SB 335, BW 173, TF 198, Wf 119.
Belt Fastenings—(See Fastenings.)
Belt—*WW 137-147, CL 333-340, IM 61-76.
Belt Punch—WW 61.
Belt Sanders—(See Sanders.)

1U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Bench Clamps—(See Clamps.)
Bench Hooks—BW 12, 96-98, MT 39, 152, WS 24, TF 292, HW 102, 104, HC 37, PM 9.
Bench Stop—RC 7.
Bench Tools—(See Cabinet Makers' under Tools.)
Bench Trimmers—WW 132-134.
Bench Work—Exercises—*BW 71-124.
Bending—HW 199, WW 272, RC 64.
Bevel Edged Tools—(See Tools, also Tool Sharpening.)
Bevel Gears—Pattern Making—WW 348, TT 85-86.
Bibliography for Woods and Forestry—*WF 4-8.
Bibliography for Woodworking—HW 4-6.
Big Trees—WF 98.
Bills of Material—(See Stock Bills.)
Birch—*WF 128-133 (four kinds), Wf 119, EW 166, SB 335, TF 198, WW 16.
Birch Extension—WW 52.
Bit Gage—(See Gages.)
Bits—(See also Boring.)
Auger—HC 21, MT 105-106, WB 44-45, TF 311, BW 53-55, HW 85, RC 121-124, T 9, WS 20, EW 54, HW 84, Center—EW 54, BW 54, HW 84, 85.
Countersink—WB 47, EW 55, WS 20, 22, HW 84, 87, MT 73.

1The Manual Arts Press.
2The Bruce Publishing Co.
3The Century Co.
Bits—Cont.

Expansive—WS 20, BW 55, HW 87, MT 105, WW 51.
Forstner—HW 84, 87, MT 106, RC 123, WW 63, WS 20, TT 30.
Gimlet—EW 49, MT 107, RC 124, WB 46, WS 20. German—
HW 84.
Plug Cutter—HW 84, 86, WW 61.
Reamer—HW 84, 87, RC 124.
Screw and Plug—WW 61.
Screwdriver—EW 56, WS 28, WB 46, BW 59.
Ship—RC 122.
Twist Drill—HW 84, MT 107, WS 20, EW 55, T 11, WW 53, 
EW 56, HC 21, WB 46.
Washer Cutter—HW 87, WW 61.

Bit Stock—(See Braces.)
Black Walnut—(See Walnut.)
Blind Mortise-and-tenon—(See Joints.)
Blind Wedging—(See Fastening.)
Block Plane—(See Planes.)
Blueprints—RC 3, TF 413, WS 84. (See also Mechanical Drawing.)
Blueprint Reading—WS 85.
Blue Print Reading—E. M. Wyatt.¹
How to Read a Drawing—Vincent C. Getty.²
Reading Blue Prints—J. K. Shallenberger.³
Board Measure—(See Measuring under Lumber.) Table—CG 169.
Board Rule—(See Rule.)
Bolts—(See Fastenings.)
Borers—WM 67-73.
Boring—EW 52, 57-59, 153, SB 314, 316, MT 55-56, WB 44, CI 39, 
Angle Boring—(See Brace.)
Draw Boring—BW 108.

¹The Bruce Publishing Co.
²Lippincott Co.
³The Manual Arts Press.

On Lathe—MW 47, AE 78.
Thru Boring—EW 58, SB 314.
Boring Machine—WW 118-120, TT 33.
Boring Tools—PM 27, WS 20-22, RC 121-124. (See also Bits, Brace, 
etc.)
Brace—EW 53, HW 102-105, WB 43, PM 28-29, MT 107-108, BW 53-58, 
RC 119, TF 301, WS 21.
Angle Boring Attachment—WW 52, MT 109, BW 58.
Corner Brace—WW 52.
Brad-Awl—WS 20, EW 56, HW 84, RC 14, WW 54.
Brass Furnace—Pattern Making—WP 157-164.
Brazing—Band Saw Blades—(See Brazing under Saws.)
Breast Drill—WW 52. (See also Hand Drill.)
Bringing—RC 79, CG 32.
Brushes—(See Brushes under Wood-Finishing.)
Built-up Patterns—(See Patterns.)
Burnisher—Scrap Steel—HW 92, 94, RC 17.
Butternut—(See White under Walnut.)
Butt Gage—(See Gages.)
Butt Joint—(See Joints.)

C

Cabinet Finishing—(See Wood-Finishing.)
Cabinet Scraper—(See Scrapers.)
Camber—TT 15.
Cane—SW 7-8.
Cane Weaving—SW 34-40, WS 66.

12
CANCING—VD 87-89. Equipment—SW 8, PW 111-147. Seven steps—
WS 63-66, *PW 115-123, SW 7, 10-14, WW 315-319. Sugges-
tions—SW 15-25.
CANCING NEEDLE—How to make—SW 8.
CARBORUNDUM—(See Abrasives.)
CARCASE CONSTRUCTION—WW 300.

CARE OF—
Belt—IM 62.
Brushes—(See under Wood-Finishing.)
Finishing Materials—SB 357, HW 149, 221, MT 141-142.
Motors—IM 26.
Sharpening Equipment—SB 382.
Shop—HW 142-150.
Tools—HW 143-147, EW 3, SB 375, WP 10-23.
Turning Tools—PT 12.
CARPENTRY—*CG entire. FC entire (Many Photographs), RC 75-89,
Carpentry and Joinery, William S. Lounes.1
Carpentry and Joinery, Gilbert Townsend.2
Inside Finishing, C. A. King.3
Constructive Carpentry, C. A. King.4
As an occupation—TF 83-86.
Specifications—*PC 97-111.
Chip Carving—H. W. Moore.4
Grounding Out and Moulding—WW 229.
Line Carving—WW 225.

1David McKay Co.
2American Technical Society.
3American Book Co.
4The Manual Arts Press.

RIBBON CARVING—WW 227.
Units of Design—CC 41-51, FM 5.
CASTINGS WITHOUT PATTERNS—TT 99-100.
CATCHES AND LOCKS—WS 50, HC 18. (See also Locks.)
CEDAR—*WF 104-111 (four kinds), EW 163, SB 340, RC 149, TF 191,
WW 12, CW 9-14, Wf 121. *Incense Cedar, Bulletin No. 604.2
CW 46.
CEMENT AND CONCRETE—HM 1, WS 188-211, CL 111-184.
Elementary Concrete Construction—Baxter.3
Practical Concrete Work—Campbell and Beyer.4
CENTER-BIT—(See Bits.)
CENTERING STOCK IN LATHE—WW 185.
CENTER PLATES—TT 36.
CHAIR CANCHG—WS 63-66, VD 87-89, SW 34-40. (See also CANCEING.)
Chair Construction—HW 198-200, WW 267, 303.
Chair Seating—WS 62-71, WW 300, 312-319, SW 26-83. Upholster-
ing—FU 24-27.
CHALK LINING—TF 305, BW 75, RC 88.
CHAMFER—EW 49, 65, SB 320, BW 139, HW 184, VD 38, WB 40-41.
CHAPLETS—TT 8.
CHEEK CUT—(See Rafter.)
CHERRY—WF 164, EW 167, SB 336, TF 199, WW 16, Wf 123.
CHEST TRIMMING, COPPER—CW 58-63.
CHIL—TT 8, 9.
CHIP CARVING—(See CARVING.)
CORRUGATED FASTENERS—(See Fasteners.)
Corundum—(See Abrasives.)
Countersink—(See Bits.)
Coves—In Turning—AE 25-27.
Creosote—(See Wood-Finishing.)
Crosscut Sawing—TF 293, EW 24.
Cross-Lap Joint—(See Joints.)
Cupola Furnace—WP 186-191.
Currents—IM 24-26.
Curved Edges—EW 78.
Curved Work—WW 272, RC 64, HW 199, VD 41-45, WB 59, TP 41.
Cushions—Chair—FU 38-49.
Cut-off Saws—(See Swing Cut-off under Saws.)
Cutting Gage—(See Gauges.)
Cutting Miter—(See Mitering.)
Cutting Mortises—(See Mortising.)
Cutting Speeds—WW 149-150.
Cutting Tenons—(See Tenon Cutting.)
Cutting Tools—(See Tools.)
Cylinder Turning—PT 17, 37, AE 22-24.
Cypress—EW 164, SB 341, DC 17, RC 155, *WF 102-108, HP 30,

D

Dado Joints—(See Joints.)
Dado Machines—WM 65-66.

*Southern Cypress Association, New Orleans, La.

DAUBING—WP 65.
DENTED SURFACE IN WOOD, RESTORING—Wf 10.
Desigining—*CC 41-51, WW 255, DC 21-27, MT 143-147, RC 174,
FD 7-20, AE 27-29.
Blotter Holders—DC 133-136.
Candle Sticks—*DC 82-97.
Chairs—FD 111-120.
Constructional—FM 4, 8-11, RC 61-73.
Contour or Outline Enrichment of Designs—IA 57-75. (See also
Lines and Proportions below.)
Costumers—FD 106-110.
Decorative—FM 5, CC 41-51, PW 35.
Lanterns—DC 147-157.
Line—WW 225-236.
Lines and Proportions—WT 7-11, FM 4, FD 7-20, PT 7-12, IA 73-76.
Long Seats and Chests—FD 77-84.
Mass and Proportion—IA 13-56.
Screens—FD 71-76, FM 29-30, IA 24, 68.
Small Boxes—DC 137-146.
Stools and Seats—FD 41-56.
Surface Enrichment—IA 99-144.
Taboret—DC 99-114.
Trays—DC 123-132.
Wall Cabinets—FD 62-70.
Writing and Sewing Tables—FD 93-100.
Units of—In carving—CC 41-51, FM 5.
Disc Sanders—(See Sanders.)
DISTINGUISHING KINDS OF WOOD—*WF 289.
Dividers—EW 18, WS 17-18, MT 88, BW 16, DC 61, HW 113, RC 12,
TF 304, WW 35, WB 18, TP 24.
Dogs—(See Pinch Dogs under Fastenings.)
Door Fitting—EW 130, WW 295, CG 130.
Door Hanging—EW 131, WW 296, HW 132, HM 13, CG 131.
Door Jambs—(See JAMBS.)
Dovetailers and Tenoners—*WM 56-57.
Dovetail Joints—(See Joints.)
Dowel—(See Butt under Joints, also Fastenings.)
Doweling—EW 106-107, HW 154, RC 316, WW 158-162.
Dowel Pointer—HW 83.
Draft—WW 326, WP 49, PM 83, TT 15-16.
Drawer Boring—(See Boring.)
Drawer Dovetail—(See Dovetail under Joints.)
Drawer Runners and Guides—WW 287.
Drawing—General Outline—*TF 375-416. (See also Mechanical Drawing.)
Drawing-Board—FW 18.
Draw-Knife—(See Knife.)
Draw-Spike—WP 39.
Dryers for Paint—(See under Wood-Finishing.)
Drills—
  Automatic—BW 58.
  Breast—CL 274, RC 120.
  Post—CL 274.
  Ratchet—CL 274, HW 103, 105, RC 120.
  Reciprocating—RC 120.
  Wall—TF 331.
  (See also Drills under Bits.)
Driving Tools—(See Tools.)

DRUM SANDERS—(See Sanders.)
Drying of Lumber—(See Seasoning under Lumber.)
Drying of Paint—(See Drying Finishes under Wood-Finishing.)
Drying of Varnish—(See Drying Finishes under Wood-Finishing.)
Dry Kiln—(See Kiln Drying under Lumbering.)
Dry Sand Molding—WP 33.
Dust Exhausting Systems—WW 147-149.

E

Edge Center—TT 22-23.
Edge Planing—(See Jointing.)
Edge Tools—(See Tools.)
Eggshell Gloss—(See Wood-Finishing.)
Electric Wiring—WS 252-266.
Elm—WW 17, WF 152-155, EW 168, SB 336, TF 200, RC 145.
  *Utilization of Elm, Bulletin No. 683.1
Emery Wheels—(See Abrasives.)
Enameling—(See Wood-Finishing.)
End Planing—MT 20-23, SP 311, EW 46-47, WB 37, TP 32-33.
Equipment—Woodworking—DC 29-33, WS 3, MT 210, *CC 73-87,
  IM 33-38.
Escutcheon Pins—(See Fastenings.)
Estimating Costs—CC 54-59, CL 57-63. In Carpentry—*CG 142-157,
  178-183, RC 75.
Excavating—RC 77, CG 18.
Exercises—Bench Work—*BW 71-124.
Exhibits—AE 106-108.

*U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
EXPANSIVE BITS.—(See Bits.)

EXTERIOR VARNISHING.—(See Varnishing under Wood-Finishing.)

FACE-PLATES—WW 203, 341.


FACING SAND—TT 7.

FACTORY SAWS.—(See Saws.)

FACTORY SYSTEM—WS 158, TM 10-20.

FALSECOPE—TT 9.

FARM WOODWORK—

Agricultural Woodworking, Louis M. Rohr.1

Farm Woodwork, Louis M. Rohr.1

Farm Shop Work, Brace and Mayne.2

Problems in Farm Woodwork, S.A. Blackburn.3


Belts—IM 10.

Blind Wedging—BW 152.

Bolts—WS 47, MT 60, HW 127, RC 113-120.

Corner—WW 350, WS 251.

Corrugated—HW 125, SB 322, RC 116, HM 2, WS 51.

Dowels—BW 153, HW 127, WS 48, TT 47.

Escutcheon Pins—WS 51.

Glazier's Points—HW 125.

Glue—T 10, DC 10, WS 47, WT 75, BW 156, HW 128-131, HP 106,

PM 95-96, WP 44, EW 92, MT 75-78, RC 68, 117, WB 58, WS 47,

TT 45-46, BW 156.


Keys—BW 152.

1The Bruce Publishing Co.

2American Book Co.

3The Manual Arts Press.
Fitting Locks—(See Lock Fitting.)
Fitting Sash—CG 126-127.
Flashings—Carpentry—CG 105.
Flasks—WW 330, TT 6.
Floor Construction—PC 21-46, CG 31-35.
Floor Finishing—(See Wood-Finishing.)
Floor Laying—RC 85, CG 135. Rough—CG 35.
Flowing Varnish—(See Varnishing under Wood-Finishing.)
Follow Boards—TT 56, WP 77.
Forest Distribution—*WF 197-210.
Forest Enemies—WF 229-270.
Forest Organism—*WF 211-225.
Forestry—*WF entire. *Profession of Forestry, Forest Service Circular No. 207.1
*Terms Used in Forestry and Logging, Bureau of Forestry Bulletin No. 61.1
*How the Public Forests Are Handled, Separate No. 847 from 1920 Yearbook.1
*Nursery Practice on National Forests, Bulletin No. 479.1
(See also Lumbering and Logging.)

Form and Proportion—(See Designing.)
Form Work—Wood—EW 76. Concrete—CG 23.
Forstner Bit—(See Bits.)
Foundry Work—WP 31-44, TT 2.
Fractional Equivalents—CG 160.
Frame of a House—RC 80 (good illustration), CG 27-44. Openings—
CG 42, 110.
Framing Squares—(See Squares.)
Framing Tables—CG 173-177.
Friezes—(See Shapers.)

Fuming—(See Wood-Finishing.)
Furniture—
Design—(See Designing.)
Making—*WF 254-319, TF 99-101, 311-320, WD 63-89, 93. (See also Cabinet Making.)
Names of Parts—RC 61.
Period Styles—RC 174-183, WW 303-305.
The Old Furniture Book, N. Hudson Moore.1
Handbook of Furniture Styles, Walter A. Dyer.2
Collector's Luck, Alice Van Leer Carrick.3
Chats on Period Styles of Furniture.4
Upholstery—(See Upholstering.)
Weaving Projects—*PW 205-218. Furniture Weaving Projects, Wyatt.5

G

Gages—
Butt—WW 34.
Cutting—HW 116, BW 20.
Marking—WS 17-18, PM 17, MT 17-18, 81, BW 19, WB 17,
Mortising—HW 116, TF 304, EW 18, WW 33, PM 18.
Pattern Maker's—WW 34.
Pencil—EW 17.

1Frederick A. Stokes Co.
2The Century Co.
3Little, Brown & Co.
4American Woodworking Machinery Co., Rochester, N. Y.
5The Bruce Publishing Co.
GAGES—Cont.
  Screw and Wire—HW 116, EW 91-92, RC 114.
  Slitting—EW 17, HW 116.
GAGGERS—TT 7.
GAGING—MT 4, 18, 19, SB 313, BW 78, HW 115, WB 36, TF 304,
  VD 16, EW 16, 36, 37, 68, CL 37.
  Pencil and Fingers—SB 314.
  Pencil and Rule—MT 4, SB 313, BW 77.
  Thumb—WB 13.
GATE—Pattern Making—PM 81, WP 39, TT 8.
GATE Cutter—WP 39.
GATED PATTERNS—TT 63.
GEAR PATTERNS—PM 182-201.
GENERAL SHOP—TF 419-507 (including some good projects). WS
  passim.
GEOMETRIC PROBLEMS—SB 297-305.
GIMLETS—(See Bits.)
GLASS CUTTER—WW 55, WS 60.
GLAZIER'S Points—(See Fastenings.)
GLAZING—WS 52-61, HP 76-85, DC 77, CL 106-109, HM 15.
GLUE—(See Fastenings.)
GLUE JOINTING—WW 90-91, 158, HW 172-176, RC 58, 68-69, 118.
GLUE Pots—WW 75, TT 72.
GLUE SIZING—MT 77, TT 46.
GLUERS and SCRAPERS—WM 111-124.
GLUING—TF 243, 316, EW 92-95, CW 23, *MT 75-78, BW 156,
GLUING BENCH—HW 148.
GLUING a COLUMN JOINT—*HW 169-170.
GOUGERS, FIRMER—EW 66, MT 103, WW 39, 188, WS 13, BW 21,
  PM 20, HW 59-60, MW 17, TF 300, WB 49-50, PT 25, 39,
  AE 13, 19-20. (See also TURNING TOOLS.)

GRADE LINE—CG 16.
GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS—Roof Framing—CG 85-91.
GRINDERS, AUTOMATIC—(See Abrasives.)
GRINDING—TP 34-36, CL 48, RC 125, EW 67-74, SB 380, WS 30-34,
  AE 15-17, IM 40-46, TF 308, 333, MT 12, MW 15. (See also
  Tool Sharpening.)
GRINDING WHEELS—(See Abrasives.)
GRINDSTONES—(See Abrasives.)
GROOVES—Cutting—EW 128, WW 106, 293.
GROUNDING OUT AND MOLDING—(See Carving.)
GROUND—Carpentry—RC 84, CG 115.
GUARDS—RC 44. (See also SAFETY FIRST.)
GUM—WW 18, WF 160, 189, EW 169, SB 336, DC 19, RC 149, TF 201,
GUMMING CIRCULAR SAWs—(See under Saws.)

H

HACK SAWs—(See Saws.)
HAMMERS—
  Development of—*TF 252-254.
  Magnetized—HW 95.
  Riveting—HW 95.
  Upholstering—HW 95, FU 12.
  Veneering—HW 95.
HAND CLAMPS—(See CLAMPS.)
HAND DRILL—(See DRILLS.)
HANGERS—IM 15-19.

1U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
HARDWARE—TF 320, HC 17-20, PC 108.
HATCHETS—WS 16, BW 61, HW 87, TF 307.
HEADING JOINTS—(See JOINTS.)
HELICAL FORMS—TT 81-82.
HEMLOCK—WF 90-93.
HICKORY—WW 19, *WF 118-123, EW 169, SB 337, RC 146, TF 201.
HINGES—(See Fastenings.) Setting—DC 143, HM 13.
HINGING—(See Door Hinging.)
HIPS AND HIP RAFTERS—RC 101, PC 57-70, 91-93, CG 58.
HOLDING TOOLS—(See Tools.)
HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER—WW 121-122. (See also Mortisers.)
HOLLY—TF 202.
HOPPER JOINT—(See JOINTS.)
HORIZONTAL CORES—(See CoreS.)
HORIZONTAL PARING—(See Paring.)
HORSEPOWER—IM 11-14, 37, 75.
HOUSE FRAMING—RC 79-85.

I

INDIVIDUAL DRIVE—Power—IM 7-9.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS DESIGN—IA entire.
INLAYING—WW 215-238, IA 101-103. (See also Carving.)
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE—IM entire.
INTERIOR PAINTING OR FINISHING—(See Wood-Finishing.)

J

JACK PLANES—(See PLANES.)
JAMBS—RC 84, CG 125.
Joints—Butt—Cont.
Draw-bolt—HW 154, 177, WW 174, TF 312, EW 192, MT 66, RC 55.
Gained—MT 62, WW 175, HW 158, 179, EW 193, 168, TF 313.
Glued and Blocked—HW 155, 177, EW 192, WW 174, MT 63, RC 53.
Hopper—HW 155, 177, TF 312, EW 192, RC 53, WW 174, 181.
Housed—MT 62, SB 358.
Ledge—EW 193.
Matched—MT 62.
Mitered and Braced—MT 63, SB 361.
Plain—HW 155, 177.
Rabbeted—CW 14.
Screw and Screw Eye—MT 65.
Toe Nailed—HW 154, 177, TF 311, EW 192, WW 174.
Blind Miter or Secret—HW 167, 180, BW 115.
Canadian—TT 77.
Lap or Half Blind—HW 166, 180, EW 193, SB 367, WW 175.
Stopped Lap—HW 166, 180.
Edge to Edge—
Beaded—HW 175, 182, EW 198, WW 180.
Clearing—MT 65.
Dovetail—RC 69.
Doweled—HW 174-175, 182, MT 63, SB 369.
Filletstered—EW 198, WW 180.
Matched—TF 315, EW 170, MT 64.

Plain (rubbed, squeezed or glued)—WW 158, MT 64, TP 54, HW 172-174, 182, TF 315, BW 142, *EW 95.
Rabbeted—HW 174, 182, TF 315, EW 193, 170, MT 64, WW 180.
Spline—HW 175, 182, MT 62-64, TF 316, BW 142, DC 75, EW 198, RC 58, WW 180.
Tongue and Grooved—SB 369, TF 315, WW 180.
Halving—
Angle—(See Brace under Halving.)
Beveled—RC 55, BW 132, HW 157, 178.
Brace—MT 59.
Dovetail—HW 157, 178, MT 59, RC 55, SB 359.
Half Dovetail—MT 59, WW 175.
Middle-Lap—HW 156, 178, TF 312, EW 102-104, TF 312, EW 165, MT 59.
Mitered Half-Lap—SB 362.
Heading—BW 141.
Fished—HW 151, 177, TF 311, BW 128, EW 196, WW 178.
Lapped and Strapped—*HW 151, 177, BW 128, EW 196, WW 178.
Scarf or Splayed—HW 151, 177, BW 129, EW 196, 197, RC 57, WW 178, MT 58, SB 369.
Tie—BW 137.
Modified Halving—BW 131, HW 157.
Cogged—HW 157, 178, BW 132, RC 55.
Dado or Grooved—HW 157, 179, TF 313, EW 87.
Dado and Rabbet—HW 158, 179.
Dado, Tongue and Rabbet—HW 158, 179.
Double Notched—HW 157, 178.
Joints—Modified Halving—Cont.
Dovetail Dado—(See Gained.)
Forked Tenon—HW 157, 178.
Gained—HW 158, 179, EW 193, 196, TF 313, MT 62, WW 175.
Lag Bolt—MT 66.
Ledge or Rabbet—HW 157, 179, WW 175.
Notched—HW 157, 178, TF 313, BW 132.
Bare Faced—HW 164, 180.
Brace—Plain—MT 60. Housed—RC 57, TF 315.
Chase—BW 137.
Double—HW 163, 180, BW 134, EW 194, RC 56, WW 176.
Dovetail—HW 162, 179, EW 195, RC 57, WW 177.
Fox Tail—HW 162, 179, EW 194, RC 56, WW 176.
Hausched—HW 163, 180, EW 128, BW 147, WW 293.
Housed—HW 164, 180, BW 133.
Mitered—(See Stretcher under Beveled.)
Oblique or Bevel-Shoulder—(See Beveled under Joints.)
Rabbeted—HW 162, 179, SB 365.
Round Tenon—SB 365.
Slip Joint or Open End—HW 164, 180, TF 314, EW 166, MT 60.
Stub—HW 160, 179, TF 313, EW 194, WW 176.
Table or Taper Hausched—HW 164, 180.
Tusk or Shoulder—HW 163, 180, BW 135, EW 195, WW 177.

Wedged—HW 162, 179, EW 194, RC 56, WW 176.
W. with Relish—RC 56.
Joists—RC 78, CG 13.

K
Keeping A Cove—For Core-Box—WW 103.
Keyed Mortise-and-Tenon—(See Joints.)
Keys—(See Fasteners.)
Key to Woods—*WF 294-303.
Kiln Drying—(See Lumbering.)
King Posts—Roof Framing—GG 79.
Knife—Saws, Knives and Files
1
Draw—MT 109, WW 51, BW 22, HW 61, RC 18, TF 298, PM 21, WS 16.
Patternmaker’s—WW 38, TT 22.

L
Lacing A Belt—(See Belt Splicing.)
Lamp Shades—(See Shade Making.)
Landings—Stairs—RC 87.
Lap Joint—(See Cross-Lap, End-Lap and Middle-Lap under Joints—Halving.)
Lathing—GG 115.
Laying Floors—(See Floor.)

1Simonds Saw & Steel Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
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Laying Out—
Dovetail—HW 159, SB 367, WW 289.
Dowel Joint—HW 154, SB 320, 368.
Foundations—RC 76.
Lap Joint—MT 25-47, WW 156.
Patterns—WW 330-333, TT 38-42.
Duplicate Parts—EW 70.
Laying-Out Tools—(See under Tools.)
Legs—Types—RC 63, WW 262-264.
Lesson Outlines—*CC 68-70, 91-132. (See also Courses of Study.)
Letters and Figures on Patterns—WW 355, TT 87.
Level—TF 292, WW 32, RC 12.
Line Carving—(See Carving.)
Line Designs—(See Designing.)
Lining—MT 21, 41, BW 9-20, 76-78, WD 29. (See also Chalk Lining.)
Linseed Oil—HP 1, 63, 78, TF 223.
Lockers—HW 146-148.
Lock Fitting—EW 133, WW 298, HW 133-134, CG 132-135.
Locks—EW 133, HW 133, WW 298, HM 14, TF 320.
Locks and Catches—WS 50, HC 18.
Locust—WF 166.
Logging—CL 15, BW 182, HW 7-29 (well illustrated). *Terms Used
in Forestry and Logging, Bureau of Forestry, Bulletin No. 61.*
Logging in the Douglas Fir Region, Bulletin No. 711.*
Logging Tools—HW 10, TF 268.
Loose Pieces—Patterns—WW 355.
Lumber—HC 8, PM 46. *Lumber Used in the Manufacture of Wooden
Products, Bulletin No. 605.* *Lumber Cut of the United States

1870-1920, Bulletin No. 119.* *The Production of Lumber in
1913, Bulletin No. 232.* *Production of Lumber-Lath and Shingles in 1916, Bulletin No. 845.* (See also Woods.)
Adaptability—BW 165.
Bills—MT 2, PC 102-105. (See also Stock Bills.)
Defects—TF 188-191, WS 39.
Dressing—TF 188, 287.
Sawing—SB 346-346, DC 16, WS 38-39, PM 46, TF 53, 97, 188-186,
283, BW 186, EW 151-157, *HW 30-43, TT 44.
Seasoning—CL 18, EW 158-159, SB 346, PM 48-50, BW 188-192,
Strength—*BW 198-200.
Terms and Measurements—EW 159.
Transportation—EW 158, BW 185, RC 137.
Warping—BW 194-195, RC 139, PM 51-52, DC 15, WS 35, MW 36,
TT 44.
Lumbering—EW 148-151, BW 182-196, HW 7-29, RC 136, TF 45-48,
TP 67-68. *Putting Waste Wood to Work—Circular Separate
No. 856,* Small Sawmills: Their Equipment, Construction and Operation, Bulletin No. 718.* Dission's Lumberman's Hand-
book.* (See also Seasoning under Lumber.)
Demonstration Courses in Kiln Drying, Boxing and Crating,
Gluing of Wood, Wood Properties and Uses, Miscellaneous Cir-
cular No. 8.*
LUMBERMAN'S BOARD RULE—(See Rule.)

*U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
MACHINES—
Adjustments—IM 88-92.
Pattern Making—WP 15.
Woodworking—*WW 76-151, RC 40-45, *WM complete.
MACHINE TOOLS—(See under Tools.)
Maple—*WF 170-177 (four kinds), EW 170, SB 338, BW 171, RC 144, TF 203, WW 20, Wf 126.
MARKING GAGE—(See Gages.)
Marquetry—Inlaying—WW 221-222.
Mass and Proportion—(See Designing.)
Master Patterns—FM 238, TT 10.
Matching Colors of Woods—Wf 18-19.
Matching Plane—(See Planes.)
Measuring Boxes—CW 66.
Measuring and Marking Tools—(See under Tools.)
Mechanical Drawing—(See also Blueprint Reading.) MT 27-32,
EW 201-210, SB 288-297, WS 72-86, BW 1-4, TF 384-416, RC 3-4,
Metal Patterns—TT 61.
Metals—Used in Woodworking—PW 66-69.

*U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

MILLING—EW 151-156, RC 137.
Mill MARKS—WB 30.
Miter Box—MT 98, BW 63, HW 102, 104, TF 291, WW 134, FM 19.
Home-Made—DC 105, WS 24.
Mitering Plates—Carpentry—CG 69.
Miter Joint—(See under Joints—Beveled, Butt and Halving.)
Miter Saws—(See Saws.)
Miter Square—(See Squares.)
Mixing Paints—(See under Wood-finishings.)
Modeling—(See under Carving.)
Molder's Shingle—WP 101.
Molding Machines—*WM 44-50, TT 63.
Molding Sand—WW 326, TT 5.
Mortise-and-Tenon—(See Joints.)
Mortisers—IM 91, WW 121-122, WM 73-81.
Mortising—TF 300, EW 110-115, BW 106, VD 70. (See also Joints—Mortise-and-Tenon.)
Mortising Gage—(See Gages.)
Motors—IM 24-27.

NAIL DRIVING—EW 89, MT 57-70, SB 321, BW 96, RC 24-26, DC 140,
WB 55, TP 43-45, CL 45, WS 26-27. Toe Nailing—SB 322,
BW 102, RC 26.
Nail and Screw Cabinets—HW 145.
Nail Puller—WW 54.
Nails—(See Fastenings.)
Nails, Withdrawing—EW 90, T 9, WS 26-27, MT 70, BW 94, RC 24,
HW 96, WB 56.

37.
Nail Set—EW 90, MT 71, BW 94, RC 24, HW 97.
Nail Setting—TF 307, BW 94.
Newels and Newel Rods—RC 87.
Nippers—HW 105.
Notching—BW 132.
Numerals in Patterns—WW 355, TT 87.
Nut Augers—WW 51.

O

Oblique and Curved Line Paring—(See Paring.)
Octagons—Laying out—DC 110, RC 98, WW 25.
Oil, Linseed—HP 1, 63, 78, TF 223.
Oiler—RC 44.
Oils—TF 224.
Oilstone—(See Abrasives.)
Oilstone Grinder—(See Abrasives.)
Order of Procedure in the Use of Machines—WW 77.
Organization of Shop—HW 142-150, TM 11-17.
Outline or Contour Enrichment in Design—(See Contour under Designing.)
Oval Turning—MW 33.

P

Paint—(See under Wood-finishing.)
Paint and Varnish Remover—(See Varnish Remover under Wood-finishing.)
Painting—(See Painting under Wood-finishing.)

*U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Enrichment in Design—*1A 117-119, 123-131.
Paring—MT 42, HW 55-56, TF 299, WS 14-15. (See also Chiseling.)
Chamfers—EW 65.
Horizontal—EW 63, VD 49-50.
Oblique and Curved Line—EW 65, BW 81, 83.
Vertical—EW 64, HW 56, VD 50.
Partings—PM 115-124.
Parting Sand—WP 37, TT 8.
Partitions—CG 38-42, 117.
Determining Factors—WW 325, TT 5, 54.
General Materials—PM 91-94.
Joints—PM 125-135, TT 71-80.
Stock—WP 41.
Patterns—
Branched—TT 87.
Built-up—TT 57-58, 76, WP 113.
Gated—TT 62.
Marking and Numbering—TT 87, WW 355.
Part—TT 61.
Skeletal—TT 61, 102-106.
Typical Wood Patterns—PM 136-162, TT 54-64.
Pencil—EW 19, MT 82, BW 73, WB 13.
Pencil Gage—(See Gages.)
Pencil Gaging—SB 313-314, BW 77.

PERIOD FURNITURE—(See Furniture.)

PICTURE FRAME CLAMP—(See Clamps.)

PICTURE FRAME VISE—(See Clamps.)

PICTURE FRAMING—*DC 65-81 (well illustrated), HW 167-168.

PIGMENTS—(See under Wood-finishing.)

PINCH DOGS—(See Fastenings.)

PINCHERS—HW 105, RC 24.

PINE—EW 164, SB 341, DC 17, BW 176, RC 152, HP 28, 65, TF 194-196.


PINS—(See Fastenings.)

PIPE FITTING PATTERNS—WW 351-355, PM 202-208.

PITCH—Roof—RC 100.

PLANE—(See Surface.)

PLANERS AND SHAPERS—*WM 33-56.

PLANES—EW 31-50, MT 8-16, 99, SB 375-382, BW 41-52, HW 69-83,

RC 16-17, T 9, WS 9-12, HC 28, 31, CL 46.

Block—EW 36, BW 49, HW 77, PM 37, RC 17, TF 296, WD 26, 96,

WB 23, WS 11.

Circular—HW 80, TF 296, MT 100, WW 42, TT 28.

Combination—EW 123.

Core-box—WW 49, PM 40, TT 28.

Dado—TF 297, WW 44.

Filletster—HW 80, WW 44.

Fore—TF 295, HW 72.

Jack—EW 34, WD 95, HW 69-71, SB 376, WB 24, TF 295.


Matching—WW 46, BW 50-52, HW 80.

Moulding—TF 297, HW 79-80.

Plow—PM 39.


Router—TF 297, HW 83, MT 101, WW 48.

Scraper—HW 79, WW 48.

Scratch—HW 79.

Scrub—HW 78.

Smooth—EW 35, SW 376, HW 72, WB 24.

Spokeshave—MT 101, EW 78, DC 61, BW 49, HW 82, RC 18,

TF 298, WS 11.

Tongue and Grooving—HW 80.

Universal—TF 298, HW 81, MT 100, WW 46.

Wooden—EW 37-38.

PLANING—MT 11, EW 38-50, T 13, BW 86-91, DC 39-42, HC 30-33,

VD 25-38, 91, 92, WB 32-34, PM 33-36. (See also End Planing

and Jointing.)

PLANS—Shop—(See Shop Organization.)

PLATES—(See Fastenings.)

PLIERS—TF 308, HW 105, RC 44.

PLUG CUTTER—(See Bits.)

PLUMB CUTS—RC 102, CG 49. Hip or Valley Rafters—CG 60.

PLUMB AND LEVEL—WW 32.

PNEUMATIC SPRAYERS—(See Sprayers.)

POLISHING—(See Wood-finishing.)

POLYGONS—Roof Framing—CG 69-94.

POPLAR—WF 158, SB 338, DC 18, BW 173, RC 142, TF 205-206, WF 144.

PORCHES—RC 88, CG 117.

Floors—PC 77-80.

Roof—PC 81-93, CG 122.

Steps—PC 77-80.

POSTS—WW 262.

Pounding Tools—(See under Tools.)

Power Transmission—WW 137-147, IM 7-23.
PREVOCATIONAL SHOP WORK—*WS entire, TF 419-507.
PRIMARY MASS—In Design—(See Mass and Proportion under Designing.)
Proportions—(See Mass and Proportion under Designing.)
Protractor in Roof Framing—CG 82-84.
Pulleys—TM 20-23.
Putting—HP 31, 45. (See also Glazing.)

Q
Quarter-Sawing—EW 156, HW 43. (See also Sawing under Lumber.)

R
Rabbit Plane—(See Planes.)
Lengths—CG 49, 51, 61, 74. Tables—WW 29.
Rammers—TT 7.
Rapping the Pattern—PM 81, TT 18.
Rasp—(See Files.)
Reamer—(See Bits.)
Records and Reports—CC 61-64, TM 11-20.
Red Gum—(See Gum.)
*Mechanical Properties of Redwood, Forest Service Circular No. 192.
Reed—FW 13-16
Reed and Splint Weaving—*SW 55-54.
Refinishing Furniture—(See under Wood-finishing.)

REMOVING PAINT AND VARNISH—(See Varnish Remover under Wood-finishing.)

Removing Stains—HP 75, 112.
Repairing Furniture—Upholstering—FU 50-52.
Reseating a Chair—*SW 26-54.
Return Cornice—PC 71-76.
Ribbon Carving—(See Carving.)
Ridge Pole—CG 57.
Ripping—TF 288, 295, BW 85, DC 45, HW 64-65, CL 36, PC 11. (See also Sawing.)

Rip-Saws—(See Saws.)
Risers—RC 87, CG 121.
Rods—WW 302.

Roof Framing—RC 81, 99, 101, PC 52-75.
Octagonal—CG 73.
One pitch to another—CG 91-94.
Porch—PC 81-95.
Tables—CG 123-177.
Tangents—CG 69-73.

Rounding Edges—MT 82.
Rounding a Square Piece by Hand—VD 61.
Rounders—WM 104-111, TT 33.

Rubbing—(See Staining and Rubbing and Polishing under Wood-finishing.)
Saddle Boards—CG 105.
Safety First—RC 45-47. (See also Guards.)
Sanders—WW 128-131, WM 125-135, TM 60, 62, TT 34.
Belt—WM 131-135, WW 129, WP 164, 183.
Disc and Drum—WP 164, WM 126.
Power Roll-feed, WM 128.
Spindle and Disc—WW 130-131, WM 125.
Sanding—CL 77, SB 319, T 11, WS 52, MT 117, 136, BW 90, HW 93, RC 128-130, HP 58, TF 289, EW 85.1 In Lathe—WW 212, AE 30-33.
Sandpaper—(See Abrasives.)
Saw-Clamp—(See Clamps.)
Saw Gumming—(See under Saws.)
Sawing—MT 7, BW 83-86, TF 293, DC 41, 45, EW 23, 26, WD 18-19, WB 21, CL 33-43. (See also under Lumber.)
Sawing Tenons—SB 317. (See also Tenon Cutting.)
Saw Making—RC 106. How a Diston Hand Saw Is Made.2
Saw Milling—TF 285-286, BW 186-188, *HW 30-43, CL 16. (See also Logging and Lumbering.)
Saws—EW 22-28, MT 5, 92-99, T 7, WS 4-8, RC 14, 104-113, BW 26-36, HW 62-67, HC 28-29. The Saw in History.3 The Professor and the Saw.1 The Diston Saw Tool and File Book.2
Bench—WM 11-14.

1Simonds Saw & Steel Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
Scoring—TF 306, DC 48, MT 22-23, VD 17.
Scraper Plane—(See Planes.)
Scrapers—MT 114-117, WW 49, SB 318, WS 28, HW 91, TF 298, 311,
RC 17, TP 42.
Scraper Steel—(See Burnisher.)
Turning—WW 266.
Scraping Tools—(See under Tools.)
Scratch Awl—TF 306.
Screw and Plug Bit—(See Bits.)
Screw Cabinet—HW 145.
Screw Chuck—TT 35.
Screwdriver Bit—(See Bits.)
Screwdrivers—WW 54, WB 57, PM 30, WS 25, EW 90, BW 59,
HW 104, MT 74, RC 25.
Screw Gage—(See Gages.)
Screws—(See Fastenings.)
Scriber—BW 20, 78, WB 46.
Scribing—BW 15, HW 112.
Seasoning Lumber—(See under Lumber.)
Seat Upholstery—(See Upholstering.)
Segment Work—In Turning—AE 78-84.
Setting Nails—TF 307.
Shade Making—*PW 54-65.
Shafting—IM 10-19.
Shaker—Pattern Making—WP 50.
Sharpening—(See Tool Sharpening.)

Sheathing—RC 82, CG 95.
Shellac—(See Woodworking.)
Shelving—WW 301.
Shingling—RC 82, CG 102-105.
Ship-Bit—(See Bits.)
Shoot Board—(See Chute Board.)
Shop Discipline—AE 104.
Shop Excursions—CC 51.
Shop Kinks—WS 154-158.
Shop Maintenance—I 3 entire.
Shop Organization—*CC 29-72, 74-83, HW 142-150.
Shops—(See Workshop.)
Shrinkage—(See Lumber.) In Pattern Making—*WW 327-330.
WP 47, PM 47, 86-87, TT 13-14.
Shrinkage Rules—(See Rules.)
Siding—RC 84, CG 111.
Sill Construction—*PC 21-43, CG 29-32.
Six Arm Pattern—WW 343-346.
Slip Stones—(See Abrasives.)
Sloyd Knife—(See Knife.)
Skiving Gage—(See Gages.)
Skiving Lines—(See Chalk Lining.)
Specifications—Carpenter's—*PC 97-111.
Speed Indicator—WW 150.
Speeds of—
Emery Wheels—IM 36.
Pulleys—WW 11-13, WW 149-151, IM 11, 20, 22, 36.
Saws—IM 37.
Spinle Turning—PT 13, MW 19-28, AE 17.
Spiral Screwdriver—WW 54.
Spiral Turning—MW 49-55.
Spirit Level—(See Level.)
Splined Joints—(See Joints—Beveled and Edge to Edge.)
Split Weaving—PW 75-110. Reed and Splint—SW 55-84.
Split Patterns—WW 349, WP 34, 75, TT 56.
Spokeshaves—CL 76, EW 78, DC 61, BW 49, HW 82, RC 18, TF 298,
MT 101, VD 44-45.
Sprayers, Pneumatic—*TM 33-40.
Spring Dividers—(See Dividers.)
Spruce—DC 17, RC 156, BW 179, EW 165, WW 14, *WP 80-90; (six
kinds). *The Red Spruce: Its Growth and Management, Bul-
letin No. 544.1
Sprue—TT 8.
Sprue Pin—WP 25, 38.
Spur Gear Teeth—Patterns—WW 347, TT 84.
Squares—
- Bevel—EW 13-14, CL 44, WS 17-18, 19, BW 14, 17, DC 52, HW 111,
113, MT 82, 86, RC 12, 21, TF 290, VD 66, WB 16, TP 23.
- Framing—EW 13-15, MT 16, 84-86, WW 25-32, RC 97-100, SB 324,
BW 12, HW 107-111, WS 17.
- Try—MT 15, 22, 83, EW 10-13, SB 109, BW 14, HW 111-112, RC11,
- Try and Miter—BW 15.
Square Corners—Inside Turning—PT 22, 37.
Squaring Up Stock—PW 7, PC 18, EW 38-50, RC 18, SB 306, WS 93,
WB 30-42, MT 11, BW 92, HW 72-76, TP 37-38. On Machine—
WW 77. In Turning—PT 18, 37, MW 25, CL 36-38, SI-53.

SPRING AROUND A PIECE—MT 38.
Squaring a Foundation—RC 76.
Stair Building—RC 85-88, CG 117.
Stacking Out a Foundation—(See Laying Out.)
Standard Furniture Weaves—PW 37-42. (See also Seat Weaving)
Standard Patterns—PM 229.
Staples—(See Fastenings.)
Steel Wool—(See Abrasives.)
Stenciling—TF 322.
Stock Bills—CC 52-53, MT 3, WB 11-12, TP 11.
Stop-off Cores—(See Cores.)
Strings and Bandings—Inlaying—*WW 218-221.
Structural Details—WW 260.
Study—RC 79.
Sub-Flooring—(Floor Lining)—RC 79, CG 35.
Surface Enrichment—(See under Designing.)
Surface Table—WW 75.
Surfaceing—TP 30, Cedar—CW 24.
Swabbing the Mold—*WP 39.
Sweeping—Patterns—TT 103-106.
Swing Cut-off Saw—(See Saws.)
Sycamore—*WP 162, EW 171, SB 339, TF 206, WW 22. *Utilization
of Sycamore, Bulletin No. 884.1

T

Table Tops—WW 278-279.
Table Top Fasteners—(See Fastenings.)
Tacks—(See Fastenings.)
Tamarack—*WE 76-79.

1U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
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Tape—TF 305.  
Taper Cut—Turning—WW 197, PT 20, 38, MW 27.  
T-Bevel—(See Bevel.)  
Templets—WW 303, TT 38-42.  
Tension Cutting—EW 109, SB 317, WW 100-103, TP 58, BW 107.  
Tenoner—WW 123, WM 60-67.  
Testing for Sharpness—EW 73, MT 115, WW 70, HW 59, RC 32, TF 311, WB 52.  
Thru Boring—(See Boring.)  
Timber—BW 126-128, *158-200, RC 137, SB 327.  (See also Lumber.)  
 Toe Nailing—SB 322, BW 102, RC 26.  
 Toe Nail Joint—(See Joints.)  
Tongue and Groove Joint—(See Joints—Edge to Edge.)  
Tongue and Grooving Plane—(See Planes.)  
Tool Case—SB 225.  Rack—HW 143-144.  
Tool Chest—FW 20, 22.  
Tools—  
Bevel Edged—TF 308, HM 6-7, EW 67-72, IM 39-46.  
Boring—PM 27, WS 20-22, HW 83-87.  (See also Brace, Bits, etc.)  
Cabinet Maker’s—HC 14, 16, *WW 24-76, *WS 3-29, TF 270, 
CL 23-28, HW 51-121.  
Carpenter’s—TF 259, PC 9-10.  
Carving—*WW 42, Chip Carving—H. W. Moore.3  
Classification—*TF 257-284, WS 3.  
Cleaning—HW 121.  
Cutting—HW 51-83, MT 90-92.  
Driving—WS 26-29, EW 87, MT 69-71, BW 60, HW 94-97, RC 23, 
TF 306, WB 54.  

*The Manual Arts Press.
Tool Sharpening—Cont.
Saws—MT 93-97, WW 64-70, TF 310, RC 109, SB 372-375, *IM 47-56. How to File a Hand Saw.¹
Scrapers—EW 84, MT 115, WW 70, HW 93, RC 32, TF 311, IM 45-46.
Screwdriver Bits—TF 310.
Surfacer Blades—WM 44, IM 46, WW 83.
When Is a Tool Sharp?—EW 73-74, HW 59, WB 52.
Tongue Joinery—(See Joinery.)
Top Fasteners—(See Fastenings.)
Toys—TM entire.
American School Toys, C. A. Kunou.²
Educational Toys, Petersen.³
Toy Patterns, Dank.³
Toy Making in School and Home, R. K. and M. I. R. Polkinghorne.⁴
Woodwork for Little Folks, Frank H. Pierce.⁵
Home-made Toys for Girls and Boys, A. Neely Hall.⁶
Home-made Games and Game Equipment, A. Neely Hall.⁶
Trade Relations—TT 1-4.
Tricks—(See Jigs and Fixtures.)
Trim—CG 127.
Trimmer—RC 43, WW 131-134, TT 32.
Trimmers and Headers—Carpentry—CG 35.
Try-Square—(See Squares.)
Tulip Wood—EW 172, TF 207, WW 22.

¹Simonds Saw & Steel Co., Fitchburg, Mass.
²The Bruce Publishing Co.
³The Manual Arts Press.
⁴Frederick A. Stokes Co.
⁵Chas. Scribner's Sons.
⁶Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co.

Turning—(See Wood-turning.)
Machines—WM 95-103.
Saws—(See Saws.)
Split Patterns—WW 350.
Wheels—TM 48-53.
Twist Bits—(See Twist Drill under Bits.)
Typical Patterns—(See Patterns.)

U

Units of Design—In Carving—CC 41-51, FM 5.
Universal Saw—(See Saws.)
Historical—FU 7-10.
Outlines—FU 60-63.
Seat—FU 38, WW 306.
Stools—FU 28-37.
With Springs—FU 38-46, WW 310-312, PW 175-177.
Without Springs—FU 16-23, WW 306-310, PW 171-175.

V

Valley Cornice—PC 94-95.
Valley Rafter—RC 102, CG 58, 65.
Varnish—(See Wood-finishing.)
V-Cuts—Turning—PT 20, 23, 38, MW 28, AE 24-36.
Veneer Cutting—*WM 90-94.
Veneering—RC 91-93, TF 58, WW 275-278.
W

Wall Construction—Carpentry—*PC 21-46.
Walls and Partitions—CG 38-42, 117.
Walnut—*WF 116, EW 173, SB 339, BW 172, RC 148, TF 207,
Warping—(See under Lumber.)
Washers Cutter—(See Bits.)
Wax Finish—(See Wood-finish.)
Weaving Baskets and Boxes—Elementary Industrial Arts—Winslow
Wedges—(See Fastenings.)
Wedging—BW 157.
Weight of Castings—TF 89.
Well Hole—Carpentry—RC 88.
Wheel Cutter—TM 45-46.
Whetting—BW 60, HW 58, 61, MT 13, MW 15-18, SB 380, WB 50,
CL 49, AE 15-16, IM 41-42.
White Oak—(See Oak.)
White Pine—(See Pine.)
White Walnut—(See Walnut.)
Willow—*WF 112, FW 17-20.
Winding Sticks—HW 113, WD 32.
Window Construction—PC 47-51.
Window Frames—RC 83.

Window Glazing—(See Glazing.)
Wire Gage—(See Screw and Wire under Gages.)
Wood and Woodworking—Elementary Industrial Arts—Winslow
1, 296, WS 92-117.
Wood File—(See Files.)
Wood-finish—*WW 239-253, EW 175-189, CI 97-105, MT 112,
AE 33-36, HW 209-222, RC 163-173, WS 53, 92, 96, TF 317,
CC 37-41, FM 12-17, HC 25, HM 17, SB 349, *WF entire.
Specifications for Painting and Varnishing with Notes Thereon.
The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture.
Woodfinisher—A. A. Kelley. *Bulletins A, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11.
Auto Refinishing—WF 115-118.
Bleeding Up—WF 71.
Bodying Up—WF 91.
Brushes—EW 175, WS 56, 57, MT 133, HW 149, RC 159, HP 12,
93, WW 239-242, Wf 57, 97.
Brushing—*EW 175, 177, WW 242, WB 71-72, Wf 72.
Care of Brushes—(See Brushes above.)
Care of Materials—SB 357, HW 221, MT 141-142.
Cedar Finishing—CW 29, 54, 55, 57.
Checking—WF 72.
Crawling—WF 72.
Cresote—TF 229, BW 197.
Driers for Paint—TF 223, HP 1, 25.
Drying Finishes—WF 73, HP 47, 54.

1The Macmillan Co.
3R. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.
5A. A. Kelley, Paoli, Pa.
Wood-finishing—Cont.

Drying Wood—HP 67.

Eggshell Gloss—EW 185, 186, WW 249, Wf 96.

Enameling—HP 44, 46, TF 321, Wf 98-103, TM 27.


Toy Patterns—Dank.

Equipment—Wf 168-172, HP 1-5.

Exterior Painting—HP 27-42. (See also Painting.)

Faults in Varnishing—Wf 71-73.

Fillers—EW 178-180, MT 128, WW 30, 242, SB 351, HW 213,

Wf 40-52, RC 167, HP 55, 59, TF 228, 318, CL 103-104.

Colored—WW 253, Wf 43-45.


Paste—EW 179, RC 167, WW 243, Wf 41-45, 47.

Filling—FM 14, Wf 45. (See also Fillers.)

Filling Holes—Wf 10-12.

Floors—Wf 154-164, HP 69.

Flooding Varnish—EW 186. (See also Brushing.)

French Polishing—Wf 88-97.


German Acid Finish—Wf 95.

Graining—TF 322.

Interior Painting—HP 44, 67. (See also Painting.)

Lacquers—TF 233, HP 1, 63, 78.

Mixing Paints—HP 19.

Oil Finish—FM 13, TP 63, Wf 78-82.

Oils—TF 224, Wf 79.

Paint—HP 1-12, TF 222, CL 104-105. Composition—Wf 111.


Drying—HP 47.

Wood-finishing—Cont.

Painting—SB 348, WS 53, RC 166, MT 113, 139, 140, HW 220,

WB 76, EW 188, WW 231, HP entire, TF 321-323, HM 16, 18

The Household Painter, A. Ashmun Kelley. 1

*Painting and Interior Decoration, Louis A. Osborn.

Patching—EW 188, WW 253, Wf 73-74.

Pigments—HP 5-16.

Pneumatic Sprayers—(See Sprayers.)

Polishing—HW 214-216, MW 36-38, HP 73, TP 60-62, MT 136-138,

HW 214. *Wf 69, 83-97, 152. Turned Work—PT 35,

Wf 165-167.

Preparation for the Finish—Wf 9-16. (See also Sandpapering.)


Recipes—EW 199. (See also Stains.)


Autos—Wf 115-118.


Sandpapering—CL 77, SB 319, T 11, WS 52, MT 117, 136, BW 90,

Wf 13-15, HW 93, RC 128-130, HP 58, TF 289, EW 85,

WW 212.

Shellac—HP 48, 58, 72, TF 226, 318, EW 184, SB 353, WW 247,

WP 45, Wf 49-51, 85.

Shellac—EW 185, MT 138, WW 247, SB 353, RC 39, 167, 168,

TT 88.

Smoothing the Polish—Wf 93.

Spiritizing out—Wf 94.

Staining and Rubbing—MT 121-129, 136, WW 241, SB 350, FM 14,

*Wf 16-39.

Bleaching—Wf 19.

Purpose of Staining—Wf 16.

Water Staining—Wf 25.

1The Bruce Publishing Co.

2The Manual Arts Press.
Wood-finishing—Cont.
RC 166, 172, HP 55, TF 226-228, WW 244, IA 198-200.
Formulas—
Oil—EW 181, 199, MT 122, TF 227, WW 252, Wf 28, HW 209.
Spirit—EW 182, 200, DC 33, MT 122, HW 211, TF 227, FM 15,
Water—EW 181, 199, MT 122, HW 210, TF 227, WW 252,
Wf 22-25.
Wax—Wf 29.
Stencilling—*Wf 104-109.
Sweating—Wf 72.
Thinner—TF 223.
Turpentine—HP 3, 6, 7, 20, 52. *Turpentine, Bulletin No. 898.2
Typical Finishes—EW 186-187, WW 249, WB 72-76.
Varnish—EW 183, 186, HP 48, 50, 52, 56, 57, TF 225, 319, HW 215,
SB 355, Wf 55-57.
Copal—EW 186, HW 218, WW 248.
Damar—HP 49.
Drying—HP 54, (See also Drying Finishes.)
Rubbing—HP 56.
Spar—HP 57.
Spirit—HP 48, TT 52.
Varnishing—EW 183-186, MT 131, 134-135, WW 247-249, SB 355,
Varnish Remover—HP 66, 75, 76.
Varnish Staining—Wf 70.

Wood-finishing—Cont.
Waxing—EW 182, 199, MT 138, WW 246, WS 57, HW 214, RC 39,
HP 73, TF 318, FM 13, SB 352, PM 98, Wf 75-77.
Woven Furniture—FW 27-29.
Wood-Finishing Bench—HW 148.
Wood Pattern Making—(See Pattern Making.)
Wood—(See also Lumber, Ash, Basswood, Cedar, etc.)
Putting Wood Waste to Work, Separate No. 836 from 1920
Yearbook.1
*Information on Wood and Where to Find It.2
Artistic Expression in Wood—DC 21-27.
As used in Carpentry—PC 16-17.
Classification of Woods—EW 162, WS 35-41, TF 177, BW 166-169,
SB 331, 340.
Decay—BW 195.
Drying—HP 67 (See also Seasoning under Lumber.)
Elasticity—*Wf 53, 194.
Grain—EW 38, 40, 144, PM 47, DC 15, RC 140, TF 173, *HW 42,
*Wf 32-40.
Growth—CL 16, BW 158, EW 139-141.
Hardness—*Wf 53, 195.
Key to Identify Woods—*Wf 292-303.
Moisture—EW 142, *Wf 41-56.
Physical Properties—TF 168, EW 144-145.
Preservation—BW 196.
Strength—*Wf 51, 193.
Structure—EW 136-142, 123, DC 13-14, WS 36, BW 160-165, TF 174,
176-185, *Wf 9-40. Substitution of other Materials for
Wood, Report No. 117.1

1U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
2National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, Chicago, Ill.
Woods—Cont.
Treatment—*WF 119-153.
Used in Carpentry—PC 16-17.
Uses—WS 41.
Weight—*WF 49-51, 102.
Wood Screws—(See Fastenings.)
Woodwork in Masonry Structures—CG 138.
Woodworking—
RC 5-32, TP 72-74.
Adjustments—IM 88-94.
Installation of—IM 33-38.
Machinery—*WW 76-151, RC 40-45, *WM complete.
Adjustments—IM 88-94.
Pattern Making—WP 15-17.
Processes—WS 92.
Terms—EW 38.
Tools, Processes and Materials—
Elements of Woodwork and Construction, C. A. King.¹
Woodworking for the Amateur Craftsman, Ira S. Griffith.²
Woodworking, A Handbook for Beginners, Charles G. Wheeler.³
Teacher’s Handbook, C. A. King.¹
Work Bench—(See Benches.)
WB 8-11, TP 9-10. Reading Drawings—PM 53-59.
Working Edge—SB 310, MT 16-17, EW 41. (See also Squaring Stock.)

¹American Book Co.
²Popular Mechanics Press.
³G. P. Putnam’s Sons.